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MISSION
Our mission is to create the best, most environmentally friendly and socially 
responsible products possible, and to educate and inspire those around us to 
live and work for a sustainable tomorrow.
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LETTER FROM THE TEAM

Recover was started by people who love the outdoors. While 
Recover has grown, the fundamental roots of our company and 
team remain the same. We are runners, skiers, mountain bikers, 
kayakers, surfers, paragliders and yogis. We are engaged 
community members and avid sidewalk trash picker-up-ers. 

We are educators, students, environmentalists, and good beer 
appreciators. But we know all beer tastes good after a 
butt-kicking ride. We see those that charge for a sustainable 
tomorrow in the field, in the office and on the trail every day as 
inspiration, and we see all kids in our lives as reason to charge 
harder, so that they too may experience the fundamental magic 
and necessity of wild places. We wholly believe in what we do 
for work, and are proud to take part in a solution rather than a 
problem. 

While we do our best not to take ourselves too seriously, we 
do take the challenges right out all of our local and global back 
doors very seriously.  Last year, people in the United States alone 
used an estimated 50 billion disposable plastic water bottles, and 
with a nationwide recycling rate of only 23%, this means that 
over 38 billion plastic water bottles ended up in local landfills and 
waterways.  Plastic pollution impacts both human and 
environmental health.  It’s a big deal.  

Through Recover’s innovative process and supply chain, we very 
intentionally take concrete action to address issues of plastic 
pollution, global climate change, and sustainability and health 
of our community and environment, all of which are inextricably 
connected.  

What we do may seem simple: make 100% recycled apparel and 
accessories from recycled plastic bottles and upcycled 
cotton but, to us, partnering with international and national 
nonprofits and businesses, creating programs that support our 
environment and artists, volunteering locally and globally, 
diverting 5.4 million plastic bottles from the trash, and saving 
20.3 million KWH of energy, 8.4 million lbs of CO2 emissions, 
and 1.4 billion gallons of water doesn’t have to be complicated.  

If we ever get stuck while carving the waves of innovation 
forward, we recognize that a ride, run, paddle or namaste will 
usually work it out.

Ultimately, we are a team that works hard and plays hard, 
engages in community and in environment, and unites in our 
mission.
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BOTTLES ARE RECYCLED 
AND SENT TO BOTTLE 
PROCESSING FACILITY.

THE BOTTLES ARRIVE AT THE 
PROCESSING FACILITY WHERE 
THEY ARE BUNDLED AND SORTED.

THE BOTTLES ARE CLEANED 
AND CHOPPED INTO FLAKE.

FLAKE IS PELLETIZED INTO 
CHIP. CHIP IS MELTED AND 
EXTRUDED INTO NEW FIBER.



PROCESS

UPCYCLED 
COTTON FIBERS 
ARE BROKEN 
DOWN AND 
BLENDED WITH 
RECYCLED PET 
FIBER.

YARN IS KNIT INTO FABRIC 
AND SCOURED.

FABRIC IS CUT AND SEWN INTO 
A RECOVER TEE.

UPCYCLED COTTON 
IS COLLECTED FROM 
OLD GARMENTS AND 
MANUFACTURING  
WASTE. 

BLENDED FIBERS 
ARE SPUN INTO A 
50/50 COTTON/
POLY YARN.

RECOVER TEE IS READY TO 
WEAR!
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SUPPLY CHAIN
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GUATEMALA

An enormous supporter of the 
local community, our state-of-the-
art partner facility in Guatemala 
is powered by biomass from local 
forestry and coffee industry waste. 
Recover also works with and 
donates to the Charlotte-based 
BFB Foundation, a nonprofit 
organization that invests in 
communities in Guatemala near 
our partner facility and offers girls 
and women educational support, 
personal mentoring, and profes-
sional mentoring. We believe that 
being part of building 
sustainable communities is 
paramountly integral to building 
a sustainable tomorrow.

HAITI

The world of environmental and 
social responsibility goes well 
beyond borders, which is why 
Recover partners with a work 
co-op in Haiti that creates 
sustainable jobs and living wages 
for hundreds of workers. We 
supply Recover Made in the 
Carolinas, 100% recycled fabric to 
a cut and sew co-op in Haiti that 
aims to create sustainable jobs in 
developing countries. Their team 
proudly constructs the Recover 
shirts you end up wearing on a 
daily basis. Haiti’s proximity to the 
US allows for big global impact 
with less carbon emissions.

We work with partners in the US, Haiti, and Guatemala.

At the end of the day, we believe environmental and social issues 
are a global responsibility. We strive to make products in areas 
that can have the most positive impact.
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LOCAL

Rooted in the textile rich heritage 
of North Carolina, Recover aims 
to be a driver in supporting
local jobs, education, and 
communities. Greatly reducing 
carbon emissions, our Recover 
Made in the Carolinas line 
sources everything from within 
a 150 mile radius of our 
headquarters in Charlotte. 
From recycled plastic bottles, to 
upcycled cotton, to cut and sew, 
to distribution, Recover values 
growing and investing in Local.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR
LOCAL LINE PLEASE SEE PAGE 44.





RS100
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
S - XXL

MINIMAL SEAMS FOR 
MAXIMUM COMFORT

LIGHTWEIGHT

RELAXED COLLAR

CARBON

ALUMINUM

BETTER BROWN CLASSIC GREY COOLER BLUE GRASS

FIRE PHOENIX PILSNER SWEET BLUE

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
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*3XL AVAILABLE IN SELECT COLORS

                  RECOVER TEE





RS200
WOMEN’S
REGULAR FIT 
XS - XL

WOMEN’S RECOVER TEE

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton

CARBON FIRE CLASSIC GREY PHOENIX

GRASSSWEET BLUE

CAPPED SLEEVE

PERFECTLY FITTED

COMFORTABLE CREW
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WOMEN’S V-NECK RECOVER TEE

RS200V
WOMEN’S
SLIM FIT 
XS - XL

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton

CARBON COOLER BLUE ALUMINUM PHOENIX GRASS

SWEET BLUE PILSNER

CAPPED SLEEVE

SLIM FIT

STYLISH V-NECK
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RS200V
WOMEN’S
SLIM FIT 
XS - XL





LONG SLEEVE RECOVER TEE

RS101
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
XS - XXL

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
CARBON SWEET BLUE ALUMINUM

GRASS

     RELAXED FIT

SLIM CUFF

  COMFORTABLE CREW NECK
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COOLER BLUE



Recover is proud to be an official merchandise 
partner of Let Me Run, a Charlotte-based nonprofit 
organization that inspires boys to be themselves, be 
active, and belong.  Let Me Run uses running as a 
vehicle to inspire, teach and reach boys through an 
integrated curriculum.  It works to cultivate positive 
futures and opportunities for participants to be their 
best selves in their communities.  

In Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 alone, Recover will 
supply 6,000+ race shirts to the boys participating 
and growing in the program across the country. 
Each Recover Let Me Run shirt is made of 8 recycled 
plastic bottles and upcycled cotton, and is part of 
sparking connection, inspiration and integration of 
environmental education into the 
Let Me Run program.



YOUTH RECOVER TEE

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
CARBON SWEET BLUE ALUMINUM

GRASS PHOENIX

RY100
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
S - L
*SIZING BASED ON
 6-12 YEAR OLD

           DURABLE 

      LIGHTWEIGHT

  COMFORTABLE
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CLASSIC GREY

RT100
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
2T + 4T



RECOVER POLO

  IDEAL SLEEVE LENGTH

         REGULAR FIT

               SELF COLLAR

CARBON COOLER BLUE PHOENIX

RS500
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT
S - XXL

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
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RECOVER SPORT

There’s not always a trail to follow. And there’s not always enough 
daylight. But within the combination of learning everything we 
can from the world around us and overcoming the fears of forging 
our own path, we make it somewhere. The views along the way 
make every hard part worth it.

The world is our playground. Explore it. Get muddy in it. Take 
chances in it. Learn from it. Enjoy it. Protect it.

We made the Recover Sport to best equip you to make it happen 
and to enjoy everything life has to offer every day.  Breathable, 
moisture-wicking, stylish and durable, the performance Recover 
Sport is perfect for any adventure- gym, work, surf, ski, run, and 
even date night- these shirts literally do it all.  They are made 
of 100% recycled PET.  We upcycle 8 plastic bottles that would 
otherwise end up in a landfill into your favorite performance layer.  
Inspired by days that start before dawn and last well past dusk, 
we made the Recover Sport just for you. 

“I’ve been using the Recover Sport tee every time I go hiking or 
flying and it’s my go to with its lightweight, breathable 
material and athletic fit.  I like telling people it’s made out of 
recycled materials- I say, ‘This shirt is pretty much a plastic
water bottle.’ Because it is.  That’s pretty badass.”

                                 -Recover Ambassador Andrew Dunning
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Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

RD2000
WOMEN’S
CREW NECK
ATHLETIC FIT 
XS - XL

HEATHER GREEN HEATHER BLUE

HEATHER GREYHEATHER BLACK

Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

WHITE

*ALSO AVAILABLE
 IN YOUTH S-M-L

  RECOVER SPORT TEE

RD1000
UNISEX
ATHLETIC FIT 
S - XXL
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HEATHER GREY

ATHLETIC FIT. PERFORMANCE WEAR. MOISTURE WICKING.

          WOMEN’S RECOVER SPORT





          WOMEN’S RECOVER SPORT TANK

Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

HEATHER GREEN

HEATHER BLUE

HEATHER BLACK

WHITE

RD3000
WOMEN’S
TANK TOP
ATHLETIC FIT 
S - L

RD2200V
WOMEN’S
V-NECK
ATHLETIC FIT 
S - XL
*XS AVAILABLE IN SELECT 
COLORS

WOMEN’S V-NECK RECOVER SPORT

DURABLE. LIGHTWEIGHT. MOISTURE WICKING.
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HEATHER BLUE

HEATHER BLACK





LONG SLEEVE RECOVER SPORT

                      WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE RECOVER SPORT

Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

RELAXED SLEEVES. QUICK DRYING. MOISTURE WICKING.

HEATHER BLUE

HEATHER GREY HEATHER BLACK

RD1001
UNISEX
ATHLETIC FIT 
S - XXL

HEATHER BLUE

HEATHER GREY

RD2001
WOMEN’S
ATHLETIC FIT 
S - XL 28





RECOVER SPORT POLO

HEATHER GREEN HEATHER BLUE HEATHER GREY HEATHER BLACK

Made From 100% Post-Consumer PET

RD5000
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
S - XXL 30

VERSATILE. QUICK DRYING. POCKET DETAIL.





ZIPPER CLOSURE

MIDWEIGHT LAYER

CONTRASTING STRINGS

RECOVER ZIP HOODIE

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
CARBON SWEET BLUE ALUMINUM GRASS PHOENIX

RZH1090
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
XS - XXL
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Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
CARBON SWEET BLUE ALUMINUM GRASS PHOENIX

RH1093
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
XS - XXL

*ALSO AVAILABLE
 IN YOUTH S-M-L

RECOVER PULLOVER HOODIE





 RECOVER QUARTER ZIP

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton

ALUMINUM

RQZ1094
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
S - XXL 34

     SIDE PANEL DETAIL

MIDWEIGHT LAYER

100% RECYCLED ZIPPER



PROTECT OUR PARKS

As Recover’s Co-Founder Bill 
Johnston puts it, “Protect Our Parks is 
a testimony to the right of all people 
to be able to access these awesome 
public lands.  Maintaining that access 
is simply paramount for all 
individuals out there physically and 
mentally - whether they enjoy the 
parks and our other public lands on a 
daily basis, on a yearly basis, once in 
a lifetime, or it is their grandchildren 
that go in 100 years. At Recover, we 
are passionate outdoors people, and 
our love of the outdoors and the 
environment is why we founded the 
company. ”

Consistently acting from our
mission, the Recover team launched 
the Protect Our Parks campaign to 
spread awareness, promote 
engagement, and motivate action 
to protect and preserve our nation’s 
wild places. For every Protect Our 
Parks tee sold, Recover donates 
proceeds direct to the National Park 
Foundation, a nonprofit that designs 
programs to connect families and kids 
to parks in order to energize future 
stewardship.
 
The opportunity to connect with the outdoors is 
crucial.  The rejuvenation, exhilaration, and simplicity of it all 
somehow grows the best in all of us.  Recover is taking a stand 
to Protect Our Parks. Join us.



RECOVER ARTIST DEVELOPMENT

Music. For all the rhythms, 
melodies, vibrations, and lyrics, it’s 
hard to put into words why we love it, 
but we do.  

Engaging in the love of music is an 
integral part of being human, and 
it’s also an integral part of Recover. 
In January 2016, Recover started the 
Recover Artist Development (RAD) 
program to highlight and support 
up-and-coming artists. The artists 
provide the design, Recover provides 
the apparel, and everyone discovers 
great music while the word about 
sustainability spreads. 

In addition to supplying shirts for RAD 
artists to sell while they are on the 
road, Recover also hosts regular 
concerts at its flagship store in 
Charlotte as part of the RAD Acoustic 
Series.  

The concerts provide an intimate living 
room setting where artists are able to 
showcase their work and engage with 
fans.  And of course, in true Recover 
style, we always work with local craft 
beer partners at the concerts. 

36

Whether we’re working in the Recover warehouse, 
designing a new shirt, driving to the mountains, or 
enjoying a night out with friends, music is always 
playing... from the stereo to the stage. 

RAD is our way of cultivating that undefinable thing 
about music that we all love.



IMPACT

SINCE 2010 RECOVER BRANDS HAS...

We created the Recover Carbon Offset Program to take 
action to address global climate change.  Extending account 
of this pressing global issue beyond all of our internal choices, 
the Recover Carbon Offset Program is our way of externally 
cultivating impact through collaboration with conscious and 
driven partners.  Through this program, we donate 20%
of all proceeds to CarbonFund.org. 

CARBON OFFSET PROGRAM

“...AND TO EDUCATE AND 
INSPIRE THOSE AROUND US TO LIVE 

AND WORK FOR A SUSTAINABLE TOMORROW.”
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At Recover, while we work to create impact in numbers, 
we also work to create impact in what you can't 
necessarily quantify. Partnering with local, national and 
global nonprofits that are environmentally and socially 
focused, we directly raise funds for these organizations, 
spread the word about them, and get out there in the 
field to work with them whenever we can. Locally, we 
volunteer with Mountain True river clean-ups in Western 
North Carolina, picking up littered trash from our 
waterways that we then upcycle into Recover products. 
Nationally, we partner with such organizations as Earth 
Day Network, which we were able to directly donate 
$16,000 to through the sales of a co-branded tee last 
April. With Recover’s Protect Our Parks tee and 
ongoing campaign, we donate $5 from each shirt sale to 
the National Park Foundation. Globally, we collaborate 
with work co-ops and facilities in Haiti and Guatemala 
that create sustainable jobs and positive impact in 
communities abroad.

Recover also works to educate and inspire through 
Recover programs and partnerships.  Our Recover Artist 
Development (RAD) program was created to highlight 
and support up-and-coming artists.  We developed the 
Recover Carbon Offset program to take action to 
address climate change, and extend action on this 
pressing global issue beyond Recover's internal choices 
through work, donation and education with conscious 
and driven partners. Recover is also proud to collaborate 
with such organizations as the BFB Foundation, which 
offers girls and women educational support, personal 
mentorship, and professional mentorship in the 
communities surrounding Recover's partner facility in 
Guatemala.

As a 1% for the Planet member, Recover is further 
committed to donating at least 1% of total sales to 
nonprofits, but it has always made sense to us to go 
above and beyond whatever norms are out there.

In essence, impact is an influence, an effect, a force.  
What impact we have as individuals is our choice. At 
Recover, our choice is to live and work for a sustainable 
tomorrow today.
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ACCESSORIES
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RECOVER TRUCKER HAT
MADE IN USA
ONE SIZE
*INQUIRE FOR COLORS AND CUSTOM ART

RAL6100
RECOVER CAP LIFTER
MADE FROM 100% RECYCLED WOOD 
MADE IN USA
ONE SIZE

RECOVER CANTEEN 
*INQUIRE FOR CUSTOM ART AND COLORS

RAC6500

RAT6200

RAC6500
RECOVER COFFEE MUG
*INQUIRE FOR CUSTOM ART AND COLORS



BIKE TUBE BACKPACK
MADE FROM UPCYCLED BIKE 
INNER TUBES AND RECYCLED PET
MADE IN USA
22 LITER - ONE SIZE

RAT6300

RB200
RECOVER TOTE BAG
MADE FROM UPCYCLED RECOVER TEES 
MADE IN USA
ONE SIZE
*INQUIRE FOR COLOR AVAILABILITY

RECOVER DRAWSTRING BACKPACK
MADE FROM UPCYCLED RECOVER TEES 
MADE IN USA
ONE SIZE
*INQUIRE FOR COLOR AVAILABILITY

RAW6300
RECOVER WETSUIT COOZIE
MADE FROM UPCYCLED WETSUITS
MADE IN USA
ONE SIZE

RB100
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RECOVER LOCAL



When we started Recover, our vision was to make 
the best, most environmentally friendly and socially 
responsible products possible, and further to share 
education and inspiration about sustainability through 
our work.  While that vision couldn’t be more clear today, 
our passion for what we set out to do grows
exponentially every day.  

There’s simply a need for it.  In today’s world, protecting 
our natural environment and empowering people to be 
better stewards of our environment is critical.  With that 
in mind, our products and processes constantly evolve, 
and while the environment is the cornerstone of why 
we founded Recover,  we recognize that people are as 
important as anything in our mission to work towards a 
more sustainable tomorrow.  It is only by working 
together that we can have a much more positive impact 
on the world for future generations.  

We constantly ask ourselves, what does sustainability 
really mean?  To us, it’s about building something that will 
last for the long haul.  We aim to leave things better than 
we found them and build community that can thrive.  
In Haiti and Guatemala, we’ve been able to work with 
communities to create good jobs and introduce
environmentally friendly manufacturing practices.  
We’ve taken the same approach with our Recover
Local, made in the Carolinas, line.  

The Recover Local line is very near and dear to me.  
Growing up in a textile town in North Carolina,
I’ve seen how important an industry can be for a 
community.  The sense of pride people have in where 
they work is a powerful thing.  Ultimately, we want to 
create that sense of pride in protecting the environment 
in all of the communities that we work with, and to do it 
at home is of course personal.  It’s where we live, where 
we work, where we play.  

In addition to creating jobs and meaning for people, 
localizing our supply chain has a lot of other benefits.  
Being connected to our supply chain on a daily basis 
creates even higher quality control and significantly 
reduces our carbon footprint.  

Whether it be the Carolinas, Haiti, Guatemala, or the 
next community Recover is lucky enough to work with, 
we are confident that as long as we are thoughtful about 
what we do and how we do it, our vision for Recover will 
continue to be a driver in creating a more sustainable 
tomorrow today.  

                       -Bill Johnston, Co-Founder & President
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RAS6400RECOVER CREW SOCK
MADE FROM 100% RECYCLED MATERIAL 
MADE IN THE CAROLINAS, USA
*INQUIRE FOR SIZING AND COLORS



RAB6600RECOVER BEANIE
MADE FROM 100% RECYCLED MATERIAL 
MADE IN THE CAROLINAS, USA
ONE SIZE

ALUMINUM            NAVY
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RECOVER LOCAL TEE RL100
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT 
S - XXLNAVY NATURAL

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton



WOMEN’S RECOVER LOCAL RL200
UNISEX
REGULAR FIT
MODIFIED 
V-NECK 
S - XL

NAVY NATURAL

Made From Post-Consumer PET and Upcycled Cotton
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THIS CATALOG IS MADE WITH FSC* CERTIFIED 100% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED PAPER. 

B E   T H E    I M P A C T 

@recoverbrandsrecoverbrands.com


